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40 MINUTER — THE PROCESS
After a slight crisis and a dip in the otherwise fantastic process I wrote an email and a selfinterview to Cissi, Erika, Per, Anna, Elvira, Emelie and Chrisander. This is how it went:
Hello!
Thanks for today. I was difficult and I was tired. As I wrote in my text message to you yesterday,
I believe we are now entering what I always think is the hardest phase of a process. It is quite a
lot of time before the premiere so there are still very many choices to make but it is also close
enough so that at least I begin to feel stress. First love is over — now begins the hard work!
You hear me nag about this every day, but really, I'm super excited about this project and I
think it's very fun and interesting to go on, think and twist and turn everything around with
you. What if we already knew how to do it, UGH, that would be boring.
I´ve done a short interview with myself about where I am now and how I look at our
performance and our process. My thoughts around the practice are based on how I perceive it
from the outside. It is not well thought through but written directly in one breath. If you have
energy I really recommend doing a self-interview. It quickly reveals and clarifies, at least for
me, what I am sure of in this and what I don`t know and therefore have to find out.
Sleep well and see you tomorrow!
THE INTERVIEW
Nadja: Why can it be interesting for an audience to watch a practice?
Nadja: It is not the practice in itself that can be interesting, but what kind of performance
the practice is. So not what the practice produces but again exactly what it is in itself. With
insisting on practicing through out the process, I believe it is possible to make choreography
that we cannot "invent" I think there is a potential in the movement that this practice
creates. They can become unpredictable and surprising but also unspecific and yet, because
of the concentration, very specific at the same time. I think the movements will make the
audience active and encourage them to think about what dance and choreography can be. By
approaching the non specific, out of reference movements that this practice brings about, the
performance also becomes very political. Our world today wants us to produce subjectivity and
identity. It means to a great extent, buying an identity. And of course we buy, not only things,
but also lifestyles, experiences and opinions in order for us to become who we think we want
to be, or who others want us to be. By dealing with a dance material that does not point to
a specific technique, nor indicate a specific body or a specific choreography, perhaps we can
create a space for the audience to decide for themselves what they want to consume in the
performance — with the difference being that what they decide to consume does not create a
specific identity or subjectivity. It is out of reference. There is no packaged product people can
take home and there is no guaranteed experience. The audience must create references and
ways of reading the performance at the very moment they are watching. Depending on how
much attention they give the show they will receive different things. If you really want, I think
this show is able to provide a fantastic experience, not that you go out and think "OMG that
was awesome" but I am convinced they will talk about it and think about it just as we have
done so much of during our process.
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Nadja: Ok, that sounds good, but come on, it is interesting to look at bodies that sense?
Nadja: First of all, it is interesting to look at bodies, we are busy with this all the time. But
the question is whether it is interesting to look at bodies who practice their senses or not. I
no longer think that this performance is about bodies that sense. I think it rather has begun
to focus on exactly what I wrote about earlier. The unspeakable, the out of reference, the
becoming. But it is through this practice that all this becomes possible.
Nadja: I know what you mean but sometimes when I watch the performance it is not at all
without references. I see improvisation, fuzzy dance, anti-dance, dance technique references,
etc..
Nadja: Well, it's impossible to control completely and it is precisely here where lies the risk
in the project. We cannot completely control how we sense, and the practice requires full
concentration and sometimes it is not possible to maintain this in the practice for 40 minutes.
Also the dancers are filled with dance information from years of dance training and that is
something you cannot just take away. But if I think of what I've seen so far I think the obvious
references disappear when the performers are completely in their practice. Then it's not about
to showing something but about the creation. And because we change the practice every day
there's no end goal in what to produce. The goal is to practice a performance.
Nadja: You talk a lot about the audience and how they should be part of it all. Why?
Nadja: I see the potential for a performance where the audience is a prerequisite, something
I often lack. That it makes a difference if I'm there or not. Maybe not personally, but my body,
my breath and my attention matters. I think this creates an interesting power relationship
between performer and audience. There are no demands but there is lots of space.
Nadja: Ok, you sound convinced of the performance, what problems do you see?
Nadja: We cannot predict how strong the context of it being an exam piece for the BA students
in dance, showed at MDT will be. It feels like a very risky project — there is no dramaturgy that
can save us, no nice composition. And at the moment we don´t know what costumes to use and
why. And what if it becomes boring, completely incomprehensible or too much in theory and
that nothing actually happens for real.
Nadja: But now that you know what you're dealing with it's just to continue. And the whole
practice is about changing it all the time, right?
Nadja: YES SIR!
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ABSTRACT
Irreplaceable
Tara Motazed Kivani
Program in Dance Performance, Artistic degree project, spring 2011
Problem statement:             
making a performance using different creative focuses?
I would like to highlight the importance of all kinds of intelligences in our world and how these affect
our creativity and choice of personal fulfillments. The value of a diverse society and the value of every
                -exist.
I have found a method to make performance material, by using the focus of an intelligence as a tool for
giving myself the chance to be a necessary component in the creation. The intelligences display
abilities and lack of them. This is what shapes us and it is with my own strengths, restrictions,
ambitions, fears, hopes, developments and curiosity I become irreplaceable.
Performance structure:
Active visualization sequence.
Words from my mouth.
Non-logical-actually-logical.
The power of the bathtub.
Red structure.
For the love of it.

      

     

Spatial-visual intelligence  ability to construct, deconstruct and mold objects, concepts and processes in ones
mind.
Mathematic-logical intelligence - ability to deal with abstractions. Handling of objects, symbols and words
standing for objects, functions, relations or other functions.
Linguistic intelligence  poetry, orders, accuracy, sensitivity to words, languages, memory, world smart.
Kinesthetic-bodily intelligence - fluent, smooth, human symbolic functioning. Sensitivity to the body in relation to
the world, perception.
Interpersonal intelligence - social intelligence, knowing intentions, want and needs of others an how to manipulate
them.
Intrapersonal intelligence - self-reflective intelligence, emotionally alert and knowing why and what affects ones
state of mind.
Musical intelligence  sensitivity to tone, rhythm, the knowledge that certain sounds evoke certain human
character traits)
(Existential intelligence and Nature intelligence)

Tutor: Sara Gebran. Many thanks to you!
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ABSTRACT
Kourtopoulos Angeliki
Bachelor programme in Dance Performance 180ects
Artistic degree project 15ects
Spring 2011
My intention was to constitute ways of movement from a muscular
efficient perspective. To do that I used a movement-material that I
built and thereafter, with the help from a physicist, the material has
been modified to a more efficient movement-material from the
muscular aspect. My work involves the methods used to both
create and modify the solo. It also includes the immersion I've made
as a follow of the questions encountered on the road. The
reflections of the work were many. Many at the individual level
where I learned a lot about myself and my thoughts about art
versus science. The result also embraces more general concepts
such as aesthetics and ergonomics.
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ABSTRACT:
Andersen Anna Strand
Programme in Dance Performance, 180 ECTS
Artistic Degree Project, 15 ECTS
Spring 2011

Reflection of me
How do the mirror and the reflection of myself affect me when I’m improvising?
By studying the physics of reflection and different improvisation techniques I created my own improvisation
methods. Experiencing these methods in the studio gave me new possibilities for improvising with and without
mirrors. New patterns of movements came into existence. My reflection became a friend and a colleague to work
with. A new, creative, illusionary world was challenged.
This gave me an opportunity to learn to be more aware of myself – both as a person and as a dancer. This
process matured my relationship to the meaning of improvisation, because I could take advantage of a multiple
of choices. I want to explore these tools of communication – to find out what is universal about it. By reflecting
myself, I hope to reflect the images of the audience.
Choreography and video/film: Anna Strand Andersen
Music: Pinkerton’s Assorted Colours – “Mirror Mirror”, Rihanna – “Only Girl in the World”, Christophe
Bailleau – “Silence Cadeau”!

!
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ABSTRACT
Roos Elvira
The limitations of beauty
Program in Dance Performance 180 ECTS
Artistic degree project 15 ECTS
Spring 2011

.
“I see your true colours shining through. I see your true colours and that's why I love you.
So don't be afraid to let them show. Your true colours, true colours are beautiful like a
rainbow.”1
In the same moment I start to define myself I’ll loos my flexibility. “We are giving shape to
the future.”2

1
2
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Steinberg , Billy & Kelly, Tom True colours
Jones H, Lee This is our house

ABSTRACT
To perform. To perform myself.
To be myself as a performer.
Emelie Andersson Wahlman
University of Dance and circus, Bachelor Program in Dance.
Artistic degree project 15 ECTS, spring 2011.
Supervisor: Linda Adami
This is me. And this is me as a dancer. This is the best costume in the world. The best light in the
world, the best prop in the world.
This is the best dance step in the world.
This is me. But this is not real. This is just you looking at me dancing. You are looking at me, me
looking at you looking at me looking at you looking at me (dancing). You are honored to be here. I’m
honored that you came. Looking at me dancing while I’m looking at you, honored that you came to
look at this dance. It’s an honor for you looking at this dance, even if it’s not for real. In real life this is
just something you look at. But right now. Wow. This is amazing. And you love it.
POWER
LIVE
TRIGGER
PRESENCE
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Östholm Cicilia
//Left overs from the process of//
Konstnärligt examensarbete, Dansarutbildningen, vt 2011, Att lämna kroppen / Artistic
Research Project, BA level, (Escape the escape - Attempts to leave the body)
(Escape the escape – Attempts to leave the body) is an investigation in resistance and escapism. The
investigation has been a personal process of provoking and observing, describing and analyzing internal and
external resistance. Resistance to being in the body, resistance towards writing text like this, resistance to
accepting authority and conformity.
It makes an attempt to sort out what are the outer factors, the situation, and what are the internal factors that
triggers a reaction or response of resistance. The perception of the internal and external is based on the
process of finishing a BA in Contemporary Dance Performance, why it also makes notice on the
internalization of discipline in aestethic bodily practices specified as especially problematic. Passing through
resistance, lack of motivation, indifference, comes to a point of perhaps origin, insinuating it’s end as the
actual beginning.

“Life is really very beautiful, it is not this ugly thing that we have made of it; and you
can appreciate its richness, its depth, its extraordinary loveliness only when you revolt against
everything - against organized religion, against tradition, against the present rotten society so that you as a human being find out for yourself what is true. Not to imitate but to discover that is education, is it not?”

J. Krishnamurti

Tack till er som gått ur er väg för att hjälpa mig i denna process. Mats Lindberg, Cecilia Roos, Kristine
Slettevold, Hanna Strandberg, Sara Reinholtz, Armand Mirpour, Sara Sellberg, Emelie Wahlman. Tack till
klassen. Alltid tack till Emma Kim Hagdahl. Tack till er som starkt men omedvetet bidragit. Samuel Östholm,
Kaj Östholm, Jack Mittleman, min mamma Annika Knös, Michaela Östholm. Samt till Per, Sante, Orestes,
Julian. Om ni inte visste - hjältar som räddar liv till vardags.
Er jag väljer att inte nämna vid namn.
Och
Anna Koch!
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Abstract
Magnus Dovärn The art of leading: A novice confessions

BA in Dance Performance, Artistic degree project, spring 2011

”Future leaders must by far more ask the question, Why should my staff follow me? In order to
get paid someone responds. Sure. But that’s not enough. Tomorrow's employees must be willing
to follow their leaders to perform and feel at their best. And for leaders, it is about to have clear
and meaningful goals, credibility and a genuine willingness to achieve something that makes
employees want to be on the train. Otherwise the leader is alone.”1
“Good managers and good leadership is crucial. [...] Hence there is a need for an organization just
for managers. An organization that promotes the interests of managers and understand the
managers role inside and out. Therefore Ledarna exists, Sweden's leader organization. [...] We
work for managers to have agreements and arrangements that are well suited for a managerial
role.”2
“But do we need a leader? Cannot everybody be a leader in a project? Responsibility nurture
commitment. Cultivation of leadership culture alienates the leader from who it leads. Or?
Leadership culture can induce cynicism and grow suppression techniques. Or? Co-creation and codetermination creates a feeling of equality, and the opposite often a feeling of alienation. Or?”3
Problem statement: How do I react and then act when I’m both part of and lead an artistic
process and what methods it has created?

Tutor: Dag Andersson

Lundberg, Palle. Former Municipal Director of Botkyrka
2 Ledarna, Sveriges Chefsorganisation
3 Andersson, Dag. Freelance mime artist
1
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Abstract Moa Autio

To struggle in the uncomfortable
University of Dance and Circus Program in Dance Performance 180 ECTS
Artistic degree project 15 ECTS Spring 2011
How to find paths from the views / ideas / statements / thoughts to be
shaped into artistic expression? How do I proceed to work actively with the
ideas from the starting point, while the work continuously find itself in a
process and develop into a area of action?

How to find a subject/the subject or questions/the questions that I think I’m searching for.
Subjects that are hard to define, point out. Working with the unknown. crossing the limits. To
stay in the challenge when I want to leave. To stay and take the chance to understand the
feeling of resistance. To become aware about myself and my routines, my prejudices, lack of
connection with myself. My own ego that is working with self-fulfilment and in need of
confirmation, versus the ego in shape of relieving the conscience through a conclusion of
something bigger than the own ego.

Supervisor; Ina Sletsjøe Thank you; Ina Sletsjøe, Annika Boholm and Stephen
Rappaport.
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ABSTRACT
Choreography: Schakt by Per Jonsson
Rehearser: Håkan Mayer
Dancer: Sara Sellberg
Music: Peter Bengtsson
Tutor: Anja Birnbaum

A form, understanding and justification of what is.
Schakt?
When dance is about something more than body, space and time.
Good dance?
“Schakt is a dance piece for 3 male dancers."The action" takes place in
a room consisting of 3 iron plates, 3 land routes and the dancers are
using 3 hammers. The 3 men hit the plates at some numbers, in
between dances, acts in a state of concentrated obsession, but with
inserted quiet sacred parts”. – Per Jonsson.1
Tempo. Because the choreography itself contains a lot of soul, the challenge for
me has been to interpolate my own. This in order to keep the work essential but
still keep the specific aesthetics.
Complete presence in the singular movements, where my acts reflect my
thoughts.
Writing. impro. sounding. traveling. Håkan M. silence. Argentina. forward.
backwards.
Dynamics. Original?

1
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Söderqvist,Agneta, 2004. Konst skall vara som en sträng mellan himmel och jord. Stockholm, sid 62

ABSTRACT
Erika Thalinsson Ranhagen
A duet with myself
Programme in Dance Performance 180 ETCS, Artistic Degree Project 15 ETCS
Spring 2011
A study focusing on the relationship between me the dancer and me the musician. Exploring and
investigating two separate identities. The work has included observing my process in relation to a
choreography and to a violin piece. Noticing differences and similarities in methods, ability to
interpret, how to make choices and face obstacles. I comprehend music differently depending on if I’m
playing it or dancing to it.

Supervisor: Ina Sletsjøe
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ABSTRACT

Pekula Pettersson, Erika
What is the difference between what I see and what I experience/feel?
Bachelor programme in Dance Performance 180etc
Artistic degree project 15etc
Spring 2011

This work has been an att             
external, the difference between what I see and what I experience/feel. The internal vs. the
external, the internal together with the external and the internal without the external. I wanted to
find methods to develop and widening my movement language.        
                       
improvising            rds  for me to
keep the playfulness in the work.
Closed eyes
The monkey and the giraffe
Improvisation with phrase
The rabbit and the fox
Alone in a group

Filming and editing: Sophia Josephson
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Abstract
Marie Wårell Öhman
Program in Dance Performance, Artistic degree project, spring 2011





    

Through the meeting with different people I find inspiring I have been searching for a
way to expose myself and to access myself in my creativity.
Body only real when shared, I dare to impose.
My process has led me to the conclusion that instead of identifying with myself as a
dancer/artist, I identify as a dancer/artist - with myself
The complexity of the personality and the body         
constant change and depending on me allowing myself to exist in the flow of it.
This is me exposing myself          
being able to share with you.
Music: Familjen  Det snurrar i min skalle
Celine Dion -    

Supervisor: Linda Adami
I will be forever thankful to you,
Linda Adami, For giving way more then what was asked of you as a supervisor. For finding, and having, a genuine interest in
my process and for being an inspiring human-being in the question of exposure of personality.
Fabian Wixe, for sharing this process with me and giving me space to find myself in it. For getting on my nerves. For
appreciating me and for putting up with me during 21 hours in a car - through the ugly country called Italy.
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ABSTRACT
Per Sundberg

University of Dance and Circus
Program in Dance Performance 180 ECTS
Artistic degree project 15 ECTS
Spring Term 2011
Supervisor: Sara Gebran

A delusion of itself
How can I create an independent artistic creation based on my former performance En
föreställning av Per Sundberg?
By mixing and deconstructing “ripped” methods, movements and ideas from my
former performance and from other people, I have discovered some possible relations
between a physical body, video camera and projections. These three things, together
with video mixing, are tools I have consciously chosen since they are continuously
connected and affected by each other. A secondary outcome of the practice has been
that I have become more conscious of the importance of lighting, camera angles,
projection surfaces and the relation between these components. At the end of my
working process the main interest for me has been why am I creating a
process/practice!? I’ve made the practice so that it can create its own meaning,
because of its own existence. It is still me making it, the foundation of the
process/practice is my invention, it is just a delusion of itself.

Thank you:

Super supervisor: Sara Gebran

Daniel Andersson, Eliisa Erävalo, Per Hedengren, Knut Wikström Precht, Yoel
Svenzén & DU3.
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supported and collaborated with Swedish and international emerging
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